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Abstract: Improve the understanding of customers in the shopping behavior is the most important task. It is easy to 

understand customer’s ideas using online shopping behavior but still using offline shopping behavior lacks some facilities 

as compare with online shopping behavior. Mining the customer’s ideas and their preferences is the main motivation of the 

shopping behavior.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Most important thing is using their area of interest, we can calculate their most wanted preferences. As customers are aware that, 

they are interested in new upcoming products with extra attracted features which is also available in the market. Using feedback 

system or previous history record we can predict the exact area of interest of the customers related to shopping. People minds is 

always changes as per the new upcoming ideas and infrastructure so to mining their preferences is itself a big task or a challenge. 

Researchers are developing the most ranking products for the recommendation of others. Customer mostly go with online shopping 

behavior but if he wants to feel that product physically then he goes with the offline shopping i.e. physical stores or retailer stores. 

There are many feature of extraction uses in offline shopping behavior.  

 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Bagheri, et al. [1] presented the recent popular ideas which is helpful in the shopping behavior of the customers. Using supervised 

and unsupervised algorithm it is helpful in the good communication between the customer and manager. Cai et al. [2] proposed 

how exactly the theoretical model will get work related to the shopping behavior. And also how to identify the customer preferences 

and intrinsic preferences using time and probability factors. Fang, et al. [3] proposed the mobile recommendation system. In that 

using mobile device we can calculated the customers time related to every product that he puts his interest. We know customer are 

interested in online shopping behavior rather than offline Galati et al. [4] Studied the contact information which is built in the device 

and which is people will carry while shopping. Using routing algorithm, it is helpful to find out the information of interaction 

behavior of the customer. Web access also gives many facilities related to this. 

 

V. Jackson et al. [5] proposed the two- dimensional concept which is helpful to capture the customer information related to visiting 

and non-visiting stores. If the trust and good communication between customer and shop manager is good, then process will get 

executed fast.S. Lee et al.  [6] Proposed the information of shopping behavior in particular shop using their interaction of customer 

trace and extract the customer information. When any customer is interested to purchase any product they he will find out the related 

records of it. 

D. Lemire et al. [7] proposed collaborative filtering using rating base system. Using this system, we can rate any product and using 

rating any further customer will get understand the product records and review of that product. D. Lian et al. [8] proposed the 

location recommendation system which played very important role in the shopping behavior. It is depending upon the customer 

choices using Wi-Fi based recommendation also we can have calculated customer current location in the map. WLAN helpful to 

trace the location of customer  

 

M. C. Popa et al. [9] studied the problems comes in the shopping behavior related to time location also some time there is server 

problem while doing online shopping. Using online shopping there is also security problem. So to overcome such problems multi-

level architecture will get used M. Radhakrishnan et al. [10] studied sensors data information to captured the activities of the 

customers in the shopping behavior. Every customer’s activity time like his entering time in the shop then how much he will spend 

in front of any product that he wants to purchase his leaving time etc. 

 

R. Xiang et al. [11] presented the binary relationship for detecting the network solution. It also provides the relationship information 

of every customer with other one, it also improves the classification performance.M. Ye et.al [12] proposed collaborative filtering 

approach for shopping system. It provides the larger scale services for the customer in the shopping behavior but for that the relation 

is important while shopping otherwise it will not applicable. Chen et al. [13] proposed the fingerprint method for the map detection. 

It’s a graphically represented. So for that they will use the Wi-Fi using received signal strength that is RSS. RSS build the fingerprint 

map. Wi-Fi stores the data information of every customer. 

 

Zhang et al. [14] they presented the cross location collaborative algorithm for the use of Point of interest i.e. POI. It will provide 

customers current location and it is very much important in the online shopping and also in the offline shopping behavior. Zheng 
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et al. [15] proposed how system is based upon the social networking how it will use in major and also using customer’s comments 

section with their information. GPS uses very much over here. Facebook is the most liking example related to the social networks. 

It also maintains the security. 

 

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

 
As shown in the fig; the system is design in such way that we well known about online shopping behavior bust this system is built 

for offline shopping behavior. When customer’s information will get extracted using their interaction behavior then we can have 

calculated every customer’s preferences using the probability. Using Gaussian distribution, we can have calculated the probability in 

between two customers with the multiple parameters. And also Gaussian distribution divides the results using standard deviation and 

it denotes like N (0,1). It summarized the probability structure. Using generation of the preference matrix we can see how many 

customers are interested to visit and do shopping in any particular shop. For that matrix will get generated. Time aware 

recommendation is based upon time factor of very customers spending time in the shop and using that we can calculate the Top-K 

store recommendation so this two factor are depended with each other. 

 

IV. RESULTS 

 

 
Fig A: Customer Preference: 

 

When any customer will go for shopping obliviously he visits multiple shops so using customer preferences we can calculate the 

customer’s probability. Means how many times one customer visited any shop and using that we can calculated his probability and 

also count the total probability of particular shop. E.g. if I visit bigbazzar, so to calculate my probability in that shop and also there 
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are many other customers will visit that shop so also calculate the total probability of that shop. Every customer has their unique 

entries with the help of their mobile number. 

 

 
 

Fig B: Intrinsic preference: 

In intrinsic preference we calculate the cosine similarity between two customers. Here cosine similarity of customer with respect to 

himself is always 1. And also calculate total time of visits of customer in a shop. And also calculate the average residence time of 

customer. E.g. when I entered in shop and using my time factor i.e. my spending time in that shop we calculate the probability of 

my time w.r.t. other customer in that shop is different but my time w.r.t. myself is always 1. And using that calculate the total 

visiting count of the customer in the shop and using that calculate total residence time of that shop using probability.  

 

Fig C: Generate preference matrix 

preference matrix generates using the date wise entry of the customers that is on some particular date how many customers are 

visited to shop for the accuracy matrix generation is mostly used. 
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Fig D: Time aware recommendation 

Using time aware recommendation, we can calculate the top- k result of the shops i.e. most visiting count. Here uniqueness is 

contact numbers. If we put top-k value =7 then result will get show the top 7 stores from the total stores in short, we will get the 

most popular stores that customers are always want to visit for shopping. 

 

Fig E: Gaussian distribution: 

Using Gaussian distribution, we calculate the conditional   probability in between two customers and every shop and using that we 

get top-k result. And it is denoting as a N (0,1) it is summarized probability structure. 
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Fig. F: Result: 

Shows the top –k recommendation result graphically in that y-axis represent the time and x- axis represent the number of stores. 

Result is come using the time factor. E.g.  how many time customers are visited in the store and from that when any customer wants 

to visit the store he will see the previous history of the data.  

V. CONCLUSION 

It is known that customers mostly prefer the online shopping behavior. Using shopping behavior, we can extract the customer’s 

ideas thoughts about the purchasing of products sometimes all this data goes into huge format so optimize customer preferences is 

important. Using store type recommendation system, we proposed the most efficient methods. 
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